
Data Recovery Software

Your Mac® Data. Recovered.
Ontrack offers a comprehensive do-it-yourself software for businesses and individuals in need of data recovery for data stored on 
Mac®. With Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ for Mac, users are able to perform safe and precise recoveries of lost documents, photos, music 
files, or videos that have been accidentally or intentionally deleted from their file system. Our easy-to-use interface allows even the most 
novice users to recover their data with minimal effort.

Best-in-class Features

	Q Recover Permanently Deleted Files with tested algorithms that can successfully restore permanently deleted data.

	Q Quick Scan and Advanced Scan options allows you to scan deleted files efficiently for a fast recovery or perform a more in-depth 
scan for files which were deleted due to formatting or corruption.

	Q Restore Deleted Volumes by locating and rebuilding corrupt, damaged or deleted volumes on any HFS, HFS+, FAT, NTFS, or 
ExFAT formatted drive.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Free

With up to 1 GB of free recoverable data, Ontrack EasyRecovery gives you 
the ability to reclaim deleted files, revive lost Mac volumes, recover Apple® 
Time Machine® backup drives and much more.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Home

An easy-to-use data recovery solution for individuals who have lost 
irreplaceable data such as digital photos, movies, music and important 
documents. An application built for your pace, recover permanently deleted 
files, perform Apple Time Machine backup drive recoveries and much more.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Professional

Professional grade recovery for lost and deleted files, folders, documents, 
photos and more. Ontrack EasyRecovery Professional can recover from 
multiple data loss events like accidental deletion and formatting, including 
data loss after severe corruption of the hard drive.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Technician

With an improved user interface, Ontrack EasyRecovery Technician gives 
users the tools needed to perform RAW recoveries on lost Mac volumes and 
from encrypted file systems. This license allows you to perform recoveries of 
your client’s critical data.

Free Data Recovery  
for up to 1GB

With our free version of Ontrack 
EasyRecovery you are able to 
recover 1GB of data for free.

www.ontrack.com/uk/products/
ontrack-easyrecovery/
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Ontrack EasyRecovery Capabilities

Ontrack EasyRecovery is a powerful data recovery solution 
which allows users to recover lost files on iMac®, MacBook Pro®, 
MacBook Air®, Mac Mini® and Mac Pro® as well as recover 
deleted backup files from Apple Time Machine® hard drive.

This software is compatible with macOS® Sierra 10.12, 10.11, 

10.10, 10.9, 10.8, 10.7 and 10.6.b

Ontrack EasyRecovery New Features

	Q New and enhanced user interface

	Q Support for macOS Sierra 10.12

	Q Option for add new header button under “Supported  
File Format”

	Q Option for zooming in and out of photos 

	Q Estimated time display for scanning process

	Q Option for default current date and time added in “Save 
Scan”, “Create Image” and “Lost Volume Save Scan”

	Q Support for Apple® Time Capsule® on sparse bundle  
disk images

	Q Support for Unicode drive name or image

	Q Ability to repair corrupt volumes

Ontrack EasyRecovery Key Features

	Q Recovers deleted or lost files and folders

	Q Recover data from corrupt, damaged, deleted or formatted  
Mac volumes

	Q Recover data from partial or incorrectly burnt CD/DVD

	Q Recover any specific file type using “Filter List” option

	Q Create images of drives or volumes to use for data recovery 
from media with bad sectors

	Q Option to show or hide file preview during scanning 

	Q “File Preview” option to preview files after scanning

	Q Supports NTFS File System (Boot Camp Support)

	Q Supports HFS, HFS+, FAT, NTFS and ExFAT file systems 

	Q Allows recovery from encrypted file systems 

	Q Apple Time Machine Backup drive recovery

	Q Detail view, list view and thumbnail view option for recovered 
file and folders

	Q Improved support for HFS+, FAT32, ExFAT, NTFS and  
DVD recovery

	Q  “Use Disk” for faster processing and “Minimum RAM Usage” 
in case of bigger drives with large amount of data

	Q Advanced Filter option for files and folders

	Q Option for Raw Recovery on lost volumes


